Laves phases, gamma-brass, and 2x2x2 superstructures: a new class of quasicrystal approximants and the suggestion of a new quasicrystal.
Of the most common cubic intermetallic structure types, several (MgCu(2), Cu(5)Zn(8), Ti(2)Ni, and alpha-Mn) have superstructures with unusual symmetry properties. These superstructures (Be(5)Au, Li(21)Si(5), Sm(11)Cd(45), and Mg(44)Ir(7)) have the unusual property of pairs of perpendicular pseudo fivefold axes, most apparent in their X-ray diffraction patterns. The current work shows that an 8D to 3D projection method cleanly describes most (and in one case, all) of the atomic positions in the four superstructures mentioned above. This type of projection, which maps the E(8) lattice (a mathematically simple 8D crystal) into 3D space, combines the desired higher dimensional point group's perpendicular fivefold rotations with 3D translational symmetry-exactly what we see in the experimental crystal structures. The projection method successfully accounts for all heavy atom positions in the four superstructures, and at least 60-70 % of the light atom positions. The results suggest that all of these structures, previously known to be connected only by qualitative similarities in their atomic "clusters", are approximants of a single, as-yet unknown, class of quasicrystal.